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Wine 0001 Description % Alc

Producer
Kristančič wines

Wine
Pinot Gris

2009

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

100% Pinot Gris. The wine is full of character, determined to taste and 
intense and complex smell of candied fruits and citrus. Golden yellow 
colour and a rich fruity taste with an appropriate degree of acidity expresses 
freshness, lightness and exceptional drinkability of the wine.  
DWWA 2010 RECOMENDED MEDAL.

13

WINE
Wine 0003 Description % Alc

Producer
Kristančič wines

Wine
Pavo Rdeče 

2007

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

RED 0,75l

Structure is 70% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Sauvignon, wine tasting fruit 
flavour, with strong tannins, oak barrel where the wine is matured. Many 
wines are very suitable for aging. Rewarded with a bronze medal in 2010 in 
London DWWA. 

14,89

Wine 0004 Description % Alc

Producer
Zajc winery

Wine
Cviček PTP Zajc

 2010

Type
Quality wine, 

Dolenjska region, dry

RED 0,75l

Cviček Zajc is a unique and renowned Slovenian wine, produced from 
grapes of vines growing in an exactly defined area of Dolenjska region. 
It is distinguished for its ruby-red colour with violet hues. A pleasant 
aroma is reminiscent of soft fruit and forest berries and goes well with an 
exceptionally low alcoholic strength as well as low sugar content, making 
Cviček Zajc specially refreshing and also suitable for diabetics. Its bouquet 
and its fresh, full taste go well with distinctive Slovenian and many other 
dishes. Cviček Zajc is wine for every day.

9,5

Wine 0002 Description % Alc

Producer
Kristančič wines

Wine
Pavo Belo 

2009

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Subdued yellow colour indicates the maturing of wine in barrels and 
rich content. Aroma confirms socializing with wine barrel and its dried 
white fruits, vanilla and coconut. The beautiful structure of the wine is 
characterized by wood tannins that are a little restless, but show great 
promise. Acids are expressed and contribute to the character of the wine, 
feeling the wine in your mouth. 
Serve it chilled at 16-18˚C. We recommend it with baked polenta with 
cheese and ham, grilled turkey steak, cod...



76

Wine 0005 Description % Alc

Producer
Zajc winery

Wine
White Rabbit 

2010

Type
Quality wine, 

Dolenjska region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

White Wine Beli Zajc is very desirable white wine produced with the aim of 
getting together people with good wine. In the glass is trapped harmonic 
colour, which already predicts developing flavour in it. In the sip of Beli 
Zajc you feel lightness, freshness and fullness of flavour. The main sort 
which forms the characteristics of the Beli Zajc is Sauvignon. The wine is 
completed with Pinot Blanc, Chardonnay and Muscat. Because of all this 
it is a very nice appetizer and a recommended part of the food as: crème 
soups, white meat dishes, young cheeses and light desserts.
In the white wine Beli Zajc are captured polyphenols, such as hydroxy 
cinnamic acid, which positively influences on the cardiovascular system 
and vascular elasticity. Beli Zajc is suitable aperitive and digestive.

11,5

Wine 0006 Description % Alc

Producer
Zajc winery

Wine
Black Rabbit 

2009

Type
Quality wine, 

Dolenjska region, dry

RED 0,75l

The dark red Črni Zajc has incaptured harmony of flavours and aromas of 
soft fruits. Base is Blue Franconian, which is completed by Gammay, round 
by some typical local red grape variety. This seductive combination that 
grows and matures in the wine Črni Zajc is a treasure of active substances 
such as resveratrol, which have detrimental effects on the body and also in 
the soul. When used moderate is the most complex beverage for healthy 
living. In the red colour of the wine Črni Zajc are captured antioxidants 
such as resveratrol and due to the low level of residual sugar, still low 
alcohol content, the doctors recommend it with moderation as a defense 
against cardiovascular diseases and cancer.

11

Wine 0007 Description % Alc

Producer
Marjan Simčič

Wine
Ribolla 

2010

Type
Quality wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Ribolla is a Slovene autochthonous variety growing only in Goriška Brda 
region. It grows best on Brda marl soil (opoka) under the influence of the 
mild Mediterranean climate. In the past, it was a simple wine as the vine 
could be very loaded. Our Ribolla, from middle-aged vines, is light yellow, 
with gold accents; the bouquet is specifically soft (notes of lemon, green 
apple, citrus and grapefruit) and fruity. The harmony of acids, the full body 
and distinct minerality complete the taste to its excellence.
We recommend trying it as an aperitif in spring and summer. It can be 
served with lettuce, vegetables, asparagus, white meat, sea food, rice. We 
especially recommend it with modern cuisine, and also with sushi.
Serving temperature: 10-12°C

12,5

Wine 0008 Description % Alc

Producer
Marjan Simčič

Wine
Pinot Grigio 

2009

Type
Quality wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Golden yellow with copper tinges. The colour indicates the method of 
production, which in the right way highlights the intensity and complexity 
of the aroma (nice flower aromas developing in fruity and spicy notes), 
full body (the soft, mature and fruity initial taste is substituted by the 
note of apricots and melons), alcoholic richness with balanced acids, and 
variety characteristics (at the end, slightly bitter). Due to its complex body 
we recommend tasting it with a wide range of dishes – from cold starters 
to spring-summer pasta. It is excellent with sea food dishes, and not too 
spicy Asian, Thailand and modern Japanese cuisine. The maturation of a 
classical Pinot Grigio may develop fantastically up to ten years.
Serving temperature: 11-12°C

13,5
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Wine 0009 Description % Alc

Producer
Marjan Simčič

Wine
Teodor White Selection 

2008

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Intensely rich, golden-yellow colour. An elegant fruity wine, with a fragrant 
hint of dried flowers and buttered toast, combined with a slight note of 
vanilla. This sort, based on Ribolla (the most traditional Brda grape 
variety), is the best indicator of the regional terroir. It is quite elegant, 
rich and creamy, because it is aged in various types of barrels that best 
suit each individual grape variety. Leaving the wine on the yeast, gives this 
very mineral wine its character. A long, warm, pleasantly bitter aftertaste 
is characteristic of a good Ribolla. Try it with vegetable dishes, especially 
those made with poultry (e.g. duck) or small game; excellent with fish or 
scampi; risotto or pasta with truffles and medium-aged cheese. Excellent 
ageing potential of fifteen years or more.
Serving temperature: 12°C-14°C

13,5

Wine 0010 Description % Alc

Producer
Marjan Simčič

Wine
Teodor Red Selection 

2006

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

RED 0,75l

Dark velvety red colour, still solid and young. The mature and warm bouquet is 
a combination of several different aromas - of dark berries, jams, tobacco and 
fresh leather. The first impression is sweet. The taste is rich, spicy and fruity: of 
dark berries and plums. It has a strong structure and noticeable freshness. At 
the end, the taste is of dark chocolate, spices and leather. It develops and fades 
slowly. Very good when young, it can be aged at least 5-10 years.We recommend 
it with all kinds of red meat, roasted or grilled, game, salami, aged sheep cheese. 
This excellent wine may be combined with dishes of modern haute cuisine, and 
it also upgrades traditional dishes. Serve it with a wide variety of meat dishes 
- venison and all types of red meat. It is suitable with mature, slightly spiced 
sheep cheese. Even today the wine shows a wide variety of scent and an elegant 
structure of its body. With its maturing in the bottle the wine will only grow 
on softness and elegance. Therefore we can leave it ageing for fifteen years or 
longer. Serving temperature: 18-20°C

13,5

Wine 0011 Description % Alc

Producer
Marjan Simčič

Wine
Merlot Opoka 2006

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

RED 0,75l

The Merlot variety was brought to Brda from Bordeaux. It is a velvety ruby 
red. The aroma of mature plums and dark berries gradually develops into the 
warmth of jams, leather aromas and tobacco. The first impression is sweet. 
Its taste is soft, rich. A strong structure, with a nice freshness. Besides a long 
harmonious development, the wine possesses a long sunset.
It’s a great merlot that can be served with dishes of modern high cuisine and 
that can upgrade traditional dishes. It goes well with a wide variety of meat 
dishes like venison and all kinds of red meat (grilled, dry meat). This wine is 
excellent with matured slightly spiced sheep cheeses.
Serving temperature: 18-20°C

14,6

Wine 0012 Description % Alc

Producer
Edi Simčič

Wine
Sauvignon riserva 

2008

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

A deviation from classic style of fresh Sauvignons, primary aromas are of 
secondary importance. In our house, we see it as concrete, complex wine; 
the character of Sauvignon Blanc is less expressed although it is clear and 
recognizable. It shows its best after a few years, when it gains complexity. 
Sauvignon Blanc that grows in the Goriška Brda soil is often concentrated, 
which allows freedom in shaping its structure and body. Rather than 
grassy notes, we perceive apricots and white peaches, also some smoky 
notes, which are a result of oak ageing. On the palate, it offers even more 
character than on the nose. Food: Pasta with truffle, herbal omelette. Also, 
fish that is larger, tastier, possibly wild and by no means portioned.

14,5
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Wine 0013 Description % Alc

Producer
Edi Simčič

Wine
Triton
 2008

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

The idea of Triton is to make a pleasurable wine with a somewhat more 
diverse aroma profile. An attractive wine, yet more firm, by no means light. 
The blend of varieties is always different. It is based on Chardonnay and 
Sauvignon Blanc (70%). The rest consists of either Pinot Gris or Pinot Blanc, 
depending on the vintage. Chardonnay provides the structure, Sauvignon 
Blanc its freshness, fragrance and grassy notes, Pinot Gris adds spice and 
elegance, while Pinot Blanc soothes it. A diverse, multilayered aroma offers 
an experience of oriental cuisine, with grass and asparagus notes. It feels 
rather firm, oily and full in the mouth. Food: Pasta with Mediterranean, 
spicy or oriental sauce, also white meat.

14

Wine 0014 Description % Alc

Producer
Edi Simčič

Wine
Triton Lex 

2007

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

A harmonic balance of international and local varieties - Chardonnay, 
Sauvignon Blanc, Ribolla Gialla – a third of each. Precise and careful 
selection is the key to more complex, deep, clean wine. Firmly structured 
and incredibly easy to drink for its size. Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc 
make it powerful and concentrated, whereas Ribolla Gialla soothes them, 
making the wine more approachable, mineral, with a local character. At the 
same time, it expands the wine and enhances its complexity. The potential 
of ageing is up to ten years. The bouquet is sumptuous, multilayered, with 
soft ripe yellow fruit, oak notes and a touch of herbs. On the palate it is 
full, firm, rich, and somewhat tannic due to extended maceration. Mineral.

14

Wine 0015 Description % Alc

Producer
Edi Simčič

Wine
Kolos 
2005

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

RED 0,75l

Ten years ago, this was just a dream. At that time, our goal was Duet Lex, which 
now is always obtainable. However, vineyards can offer even more. Produced 
and matured in the same manner as Lex, and with the same blend of varieties. 
What makes it different? A selection of the best barrels. The result is a great 
tannin structure that is sweet and shows extra quality. If Lex is elegant, Kolos 
is colossal, muscular, powerful. With more tobacco, powerful aromas and less 
fruity notes. Production: only in the best vintages. Deep ruby red colour. The 
nose is intense, with dark red and black fruit with roasted and spicy notes. 
Blackcurrant, tobacco, blackberry, smoke and even resin are sensed most 
frequently. It is muscular, tannic, not in the least shy, with intensive character 
that fills the mouth and leaves a long aftertaste. It is a very individual wine, a 
right choice for those who love intense and opulent wines. Suitable for long 
maturation. 

14

Wine 0016 Description % Alc

Producer
Edi Simčič

Wine
Giocato Pinot Grigio 

Type
Quality wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Popular line, available also Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Rebula and Merlot 

*available up to 300.00 bottles; option for Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, 
Rebula, Merlot

13
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Wine 0017 Description % Alc

Producer
Zaloščan Vina 
De Adami Ltd.

Wine
Zelen 
2010

Type
Premium wine, 

Vipavska valley region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

This indigenous Vipava wine is of bright green-yellow colour, hence its 
name (Zelen means green). It is an aromatic, white and lively wine. Due 
to its intense aroma, it used to be dubbed “fragrance”. The vine-friendly 
cultivation emphasizes its fragrant character. The bouquet is both soft and 
bold at the same time, pleasant and stunningly aromatic. Its distinguishable 
flavour is an experience of elegance, richness and harmony. Together with 
the Pinela wine, they represent a traditional wine pair, the wine-growing 
Vipava valley cannot do without. The wine goes well with simple local 
(Vipava) cuisine dishes and other light Mediterranean dishes, potato 
dishes and home-made pasta dishes.

12,5

Wine 0018 Description % Alc

Producer
Zaloščan Vina 
De Adami Ltd.

Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon 

2007

Type
Premium wine, 

Vipavska valley region, dry

RED 0,75l

It is a premium dry red wine of appealing ruby colour with shades of cherry 
red that exhibits its good qualities in the bouquet. This harmonious and easy-
drinking Vipava wine is a fruity and fresh wine with the velvet tannin structure. 
It is a good companion for various dishes, especially meat dishes. Undoubtedly, 
it is a wine that can be drunk today or stored in a cellar for several years.

13,5

Wine 0019 Description % Alc

Producer
Zaloščan Vina 
De Adami Ltd.

Wine
Merlot 

2007

Type
Premium wine, 

Vipavska valley region, dry

RED 0,75l

This Merlot, the French king of red wines (in the opinion of many people), is 
undoubtedly the leading wine of the Zaloščan wine cellar. This is especially true 
of older vintages. A special feature of the Vipava Merlot wines is their freshness 
or liveliness which is not typical of this wine grape variety. The appealing cherry 
red colour of the wine is crystal clear, while its bouquet is reminiscent of a 
number of red fruits and wild fruits, in which we can already sense some tertiary 
aromas, typical of the vintage red wines. The very flavour of the wine reminds us 
of ripe fruit and wood, whereas the pleasant and smooth tannins fit well in the 
wine’s vigorous and full body. Undoubtedly, this wine has a bright future ahead. 
In the following five years, it will gain in its quality if stored correctly.

13,5

Wine 0020 Description % Alc

Producer
Ščurek wines

Wine
Strune Belo 

2010

Type
Quality wine,

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Variety: 30% Sauvignonasse, 20% Chardonnay, 20% Pinot grigio, 15% 
Ribolla, 15% Pinot Blanc. Tasting notes: With a yellow and green colour, 
this wine has the aromas of fresh fruit (citrus, peach...) and fresh grasses. 
In the mouth the wine is very youthful, fruity, with a beautifully expressed 
freshness and medium long aftertaste. Paring with food: Cold appetizers, 
pasta with vegetables and pizza. 

13,5
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Wine 0021 Description % Alc

Producer
Ščurek wines

Wine
Strune Rdeče 

2010

Type
Quality wine,

Goriška brda region, dry

RED 0,75l

Variety: 30% Merlot, 25% Pinot Noir, 10% Cabernet Franc, 20% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 15 % Refosco. Tasting notes: This purple colored wine with ruby 
red shades features the aromas of forest fruits, cherries and undergrowth. It 
has a fresh and fruity taste with a nice aftertaste. Paring with food: Meat dishes 
(goulash, pork, sausage with cabbage or turnip...).

13

Wine 0022 Description % Alc

Producer
Ščurek wines

Wine
Merlot 

2009

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

RED 0,75l

Tasting notes: Ruby red colour, aromas of red fruit with notes of spices. 
Full-bodied and slightly tannic on the palate. 
Paring with food: Lamb, red meat, young cheese.

13,5

Wine 0023 Description % Alc

Producer
Ščurek wines

Wine
Cabernet Franc 

2010

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

RED 0,75l

Tasting notes: Ruby red colour with slight purple shades. Aromas on the nose 
remind us of red fruit and undergrowth. The wine is pleasant and fresh on the 
palate with a long finish. Paring with food: Beef goulash, home-made sausages, 
young cheese, pork meat. 

13,5

Wine 0024 Description % Alc

Producer
Ščurek wines

Wine
Stara Brajda Belo 

2009

Type
Premium wine, 

Goriška brda region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Variety: 60% Ribolla Gialla, 20% Pikolit, 20% Pika and some Glera, Tržarka 
and Malvasia. Tasting notes: Light yellow colour with golden shades. 
Aromas remind us of ripe fruits, oak and dry flowers. On the palate the 
wine is full-bodied, pleasantly fresh with a long finish. Paring with food: 
Veal, white meat, seafood, young cheese.

13,5
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Wine 0025 Description % Alc

Producer
Ščurek wines

Wine
Stara Brajda Rdeče

 2008

Type
Premium wine,

Goriška brda region, dry

RED 0,75l

Variety: 30% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc, 20% Cabernet Sauvignon and 30% 
Refosco. Tasting notes: Ruby red colour with pomegranate shades. Aromas, 
aromas remind us of ripe red fruit, spices and undergrowth. The palate reveals 
a full body and light tannins with a pleasant and long finish.
Paring with food: Lamb, red meat, game, young cheese.

13,5 REGIONAL 
WINES
BOSNIA 
& HERZEGOVINIA
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WINE
Wine 0026 Description % Alc

Producer
Škegro winery 
(Blatina Ltd.)

Wine
Krš Bijeli Žilavka 

2010

Type
Quality wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

WHITE 0,75l

I wonder how many people like nettle pie? Cheese pie? Seriously, I think 
that the flavor you get is a blessing and a curse at the same time. Žilavka is, 
as many other sorts from the area they come from, always trying to meet 
the requirements for creating a modern wine, and one with distinctive 
features. When one succeeds in meeting both requirements, it represents 
a wonderful experience. Krš bijeli is, actually, 85% Žilavka; the rest is Bena 
and Krkošija. Of dark greenish-yellow color in the glass. Darkness which 
does not imply dirtiness, but rather indicates moderate clarification. 
Specific smell, herbal with indications of fruitiness in the background, even 
behind sweetness. In the mouth, one first encounters a pleasing texture, 
very soft and pleasant. Then it becomes clear that it is a very balanced wine 
in terms of a great balance between components along the spectrum. Salty. 
Dry! 13,4% alcohol plus acids incorporated in the structure, and the same 
distinctive aromatic mineral-herbal quality. 

13,4

Wine 0027 Description % Alc

Producer
Škegro winery 
(Blatina Ltd.)

Wine
Krš Crni Blatina 

2010

Type
Quality wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

RED 0,75l

Entirely natural, beside 85% Blatina, it also consists of pollination sorts, in 
this case alicante Bouschet and Gamay. Black color with violet reflection. 
The wine is so violet that it is actually black. Just by smelling it I can tell 
that this wine is going to be „bone-dry”. The fragrance of wild fruit, of little 
berries and…gum? Definitely interesting. Dry to the bones. ”Stingy” as the 
area where it comes from, but in a positive way. It tights the mouth while 
the tannins are completely imperceptible, but considerably sticky. That is 
why it feels almost like an extract!

13

Wine 0028 Description % Alc

Producer
Stolački cellars

Wine
Žilavka Hora 

2010

Type
Quality wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

WHITE 0,75l

A famous dry white wine produced from autochthonous cultivars of grapes 
‘’zilavka”. It’s beautiful, crystal, clear, green-yellow colour, specific aroma, 
harmony of alcohol 12% and acid 6 g/l, rich extract 27 g/l, makes it extra 
quality wine, no wonder it’s one of the first wines to have protected trade 
mark. It can be drunk before, during and after a meal. Cooled down to 
10°C, it can be served with all meals of white meat, and it is especially good 
when served with a freshwater or sea fish.

12

Wine 0029 Description % Alc

Producer
Stolački cellars

Wine
Blatina Hora 

2010

Type
Quality wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

RED 0,75l

Blatina is a high quality dry wine, of dark-ruby colour, recognizable sort 
aroma, full and clear taste. It tastes excellent with cheese, ham, smoked 
beef, lamb, veal steak, fish stew and game dishes.

12
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Wine 0030 Description % Alc

Producer
Ostojić cellars 

Wine
Žilavka 

2010

Type
Premium wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

WHITE 0,75l

A famous dry white wine produced from autochthonous cultivars of grapes 
Žilavka. It’s beautiful, crystal, clear, green-yellow colour, specific aroma, 
harmony of alcohol 12,87%. It can be drunk before, during and after a 
meal. Cooled down to 10°C, it can be served with all meals of white meat, 
and it is especially good when served with a freshwater or sea fish.

12,87 REGIONAL 
WINES
MONTENEGRO
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WINE
Wine 0031 Description % Alc

Producer
13. Jul Plantaže

Wine
 Krstach 

2009

Type
Premium wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Montenegrin Krstach is a national, premium, dry, white wine, balanced 
on taste and nose. It is of golden yellow colour with greenish reflection.
It is light, easy drinking wine with a specific, varietal scent. Krstach is 
autochtonous Montenegrin variety, grown since ancient times in the 
vineyards of Podgorica’ s wine growing area. It is specific for the grain size 
and form of the cluster resembling the cross,after which it took its name. 
It is served at the temperature of 10−12˚ C .It is recommended with all fish 
dishes, light chowder, dishes made of eggs and fish as well as with white 
meat, less spicy. Cooled well it can be consumed as an aperitif, either. 
Packaging: 0.187 lit (premium wine), 0.75 lit (premium wine).

12,5

Wine 0032 Description % Alc

Producer
13.Jul Plantaže

Wine
Vranac

2009 

Type
Premium wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

RED 0,75l

Vranac is a premium, red wine of intensively red ruby colour with 
violet nuances. The taste is full, distinctive and lightly tannic. It is a 
fiery, southern type of wine, with high contents of extract and alcohol. 
Balanced .Autochtonous Montenegrin grape variety, grown for centuries 
in Montenegro in Crmnitza, in the area extending from Lake Skadar 
towards the Adriatic sea, at the altitude up to 500 m. Nowadays, Vranac is 
the leading variety in Podgorica’s wine growing area, achieving premium 
quality with very harmonious ratio of sugar and acids. It is served at the 
temperature 16-18° C .It is recommended with red meat, game meat, spicy 
dishes and fatty cheese. In Montenegro wine Vranac is consumed with 
Njegushi prosciutto (ham) and dishes made of quality fish.
Packaging: 0.187 lit (premium wine), 0.75 lit (premium wine).

13

Wine 0033 Description % Alc

Producer
13.Jul Plantaže

Wine
Merlot 

2009

Type
Premium wine, dry

RED 0,75l

Premium red wine, of intense red colour, particular wine. Premium red 
wine, of intense red color, particular wine taste with the nuances of a rose 
in traces. It is full bodied, subtle wine. A famous French variety has kept its 
best properties in Podgorica wine growing area, but it also acquired subtlety 
and elegance bestowed by sun, stone and grapevine in the encounter of 
Mediterranean and mainland climate. It is served at the temperature 16 
-18˚ C. It is recommended with all dishes made of white and red meat, not 
too spicy as well as with cakes made of walnut and poppy...

12

Wine 0034 Description % Alc

Producer
13.Jul Plantaže

Wine
Vranac Pro Corde

2008

Type
Premium wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

RED 0,75l

Vranac pro Corde is a premium wine, of dark red colour, full of extracts.
The taste is very tannic, but harmonious, typical of the wine, easily grassy 
with the notes of forest fruit . It is by specific technological production 
process that the contents of proanthocyanidols which are natural 
ingredients of the grapes, capable of binding free radicals and having 
beneficial effect on human body has been increased . Vranac pro Corde 
has both nutrirional and pharmacological value if it is a daily, in moderate 
amounts, integral part to a dish . It is served at the temperature 17–19° C .We 
recommend it with all red meat dishes, very spicy and fatty dishes, game 
meat, prosciutto as well as with all fatty cheese with strongly expressed on 
nose. Packaging: 0.187 lit (premium wine), 0.75 lit (premium wine).

13,5
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Wine 0035 Description % Alc

Producer
13.Jul Plantaže

Wine
Vranac barrique 

2005

Type
Premium wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

RED 0,75l

Vranac barrique is top quality dry wine of dark red color with the shades of 
purple. It has the aromas of ripe raspberry and sweet cranberry.
There is a strong singed oak aroma, and in its finish the traces of caramel 
and smoke. This wine is standing in barrique dishes made of oak from the 
most renowned French woods for almost a year and after that in bottles in 
strictly controlled conditions of the cellar Šipcanik .It is recommended to 
go with all types of plates made of red meat, which are spicy and high-fat, 
and all types of game, smoked ham, as well as high-fat types of cheese . It is 
served at the temperature of 18-20° C. Packaging: 0.75 lit (premium wine).

13

Wine 0036 Description % Alc

Producer
13.Jul Plantaže

Wine
Vranac Reserve

2004

Type
Premium wine, 

autochthon sort, dry

RED 0,75l

Vranac Reserve. Montenegrin, premium, red, dry wine, of dark red colour 
with violet nuances.It is full of extracts, rounded on tongue, mildly tannic, 
with the nuances of the forest fruit on nose .It is from particularly good 
years that a small quantity of wine, stored in a dark place at the constant 
temperature of 15 C, lays down and ages in the vats. It is filled in the 
bottles, aging for one year,at least and then, it is launched to the market .It 
is recommended that a bottle is open for half an hour at least before use, 
gently pouring the wine into decanters. The best features of this wine are 
fully expressed in such a way. It may be consumed during the whole meal, 
but we recommend it at th end of the meal, together with good cheese and 
all cakes. Packaging: 0.75 lit (premium wine).

13,5
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Wine 0037 Description % Alc

Producer
Rubin winery

Wine
Terra Lazarica 

Sauvignon Blanc 
2006

Type
Premium wine, 

Kruševac region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Unique high quality white dry wine made of grapes from the site of Crkvina 
from Temnic Vineyards where this variety gives highst quality of specific 
distinguishing. Transparent green-yellow colour, soft variety aroma with 
smell tomes of elder flower, melon and grapefruit incoporated into a 
refined bouquet typical from variety. This wine apples and delihgts with 
its harmony and it contributes pleasant, intimate atmosphere. It is served 
with aged cheese, stewed meat in piquant sauce and special dishes of river 
and sea fish. It is served chilled at temperatures of 10-12°C

13,1

Wine 0038 Description % Alc

Producer
Rubin winery

Wine
Terra Lazarica 

Cabernet Sauvignon

Type
Premium wine, 

Kruševac region, dry

RED 0,75l

Powerful high quality dry red wine made of grape cultivited with special 
vine growing care at several different sites in Paracin Vineyards in RUBIN’s 
vineyard in Dobricevo. Careful blending of wines made by grapes in full 
age from variuos micro-localities gave this strong and full wine special 
rich character to experience. Intensive dark red colour; distinguished 
smell prevailed by aroma of a forest violet, blask currant and pimento 
mixed with soft tinge of vanilla, chocolate and coffee. Complex, ripe and 
harmonized taste with strongly distinguished tannins. Suitable fr aging 
with expressively long and rich mouth lasting and one more dimension is 
reached by merging with barrique barrels of RUBIN’s cellars. It is served 
at 18°C. It is recommended with ripe cheese in olive oil, very spicy pastry 
sauces, smoked and raw fish, dried speciallities and dishes of red meat and 
game.

11,5

Wine 0039 Description % Alc

Producer
Rubin winery

Wine
Medveđa krv

Type
Table wine, 

Kruševac region, 
semi-sweet

RED 0,75l

By implementation of a unique technology in Rubin’s cellars this modern 
red semi-sweet wine is made out of autochthonous grape varieties 
Prokupac and Vranac. Powerful, harmonic and full wine of intensive 
ruby red colour with expressed character of forest fruit to be drunk in 
all occasions, and complete experience is achieved when consumed at 
temperature of 14-16°C.

11,5

Wine 0040 Description % Alc

Producer
Rubin winery

Wine
Don Rossi

Type
Quality wine, 

Kruševac region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Unique high quality white dry wine made of grapes from the site of Crkvina 
from Temnic Vineyards where this variety gives highst quality of specific 
distinguishing. Transparent green-yellow colour, soft variety aroma with 
smell tomes of elder flower, melon and grapefruit incoporated into a 
refined bouquet typical from variety. This wine apples and delihgts with 
its harmony and it contributes pleasant, intimate atmosphere. It is served 
with aged cheese, stewed meat in piquant sauce and special dishes of river 
and sea fish. It is served chilled at temperatures of 10-12°C

11

WINE
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Wine 0041 Description % Alc

Producer
Rubin winery

Wine
Don Rossi

Type
Quality wine, 

Kruševac region, dry

RED 0,75l

Dry red wine Don Rossi with remarkable complexity of taste and smell was 
made by careful selection of varieties and unique combination of an old 
autochthon variety Prokupac and French varieties Pinot Noir, Games and 
Merlot each offering original note to this wine. It is distinguished by an 
intensive ruby red colour and smell of red berries. Wine experts describe 
it as a wine full in taste with fine structure and well balanced acids. It is 
very aromatic, long lasting and it has pleasant final feeling in the mouth. It 
perfectly follows spicy and roasted dishes, fish stew, grilled meat and other 
cuisine specialities. It is served at temperature of 16-18°C.

12

Wine 0043 Description % Alc

Producer
Rubin winery

Wine
Rubinovo Crno

Type
Table wine, 

Kruševac region, dry

RED 1l

Red dry wine of a harmoniously rounded and mild tannin taste, pleasant 
wine smell and an intensive red colour. It has been made according to 
traditional procedure for red wines in RUBIN’ cellars out of varieties 
Prokupac, Vranac and Burgundy, It is recommended for all spicy dishes, 
red meats and game. It is served at temperatures of 14-16°C.

11

Wine 0042 Description % Alc

Producer
Rubin winery

Wine
Rubinovo Belo

Type
Table wine, 

Kruševac region, dry

WHITE 1l

White dry wine of a balanced drinkable taste and characteristic pale 
yellowish colour. It has been made upon traditional production of white 
wines in Rubin’s cellars out of varieties Riesling Italian, Smederevka and 
Rkaciteli. It is recommended with cold and hot openings, salads, light 
dishes and white meat. It is served at temperature of 8-10°C.

11

Wine 0044 Description % Alc

Producer
Aleksandrovic winery

Wine
Trijumf

2008

Type
Premium wine, 

Oplenac region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Crystal clear colour of yellow gold, with a greenish reflection. Exotic 
combination of grapefruit scents, fruit of passion, mineral and herbal 
tones. On the front palate taste is velvety soft and full, and then a wave of 
succulent citruses appears, melting down into long lasting ending, leaving 
the impression of refreshing freshness. Strong speciality of climate and the 
art of viniculture and viticulture denote this unique Sauvignon Blanc as 
originator of the new wine genus from wine cellar Aleksandrovic - wine of 
terroir. Perfect match with seafood, saltwater and freshwater fish, poultry 
(chicken and duck with lemon, roasted turkey), venison, veal, pork and 
lamb meat. Grape variety - Sauvignon Blanc 85%, Pinot Blanc and Riesling 
15%

13,9
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Wine 0045 Description % Alc

Producer
Aleksandrovic winery

Wine
Trijumf barrique 

2007

Type
Premium wine, 

Oplenac region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Dark red colour, with orange reflection. Dried aromas of dried apricot, 
pears and figs, with tones of fresh white mulberry. Taste is very rich, 
creamy fruit. Juicy acids are imbued thought sumptuous fruity tones, 
which are melting into extremely long lasting ending. 
Ideal with seafood, freshwater and saltwater fish, poultry, feathery game.

13,5

Wine 0047 Description % Alc

Producer
Budimir winery

Wine
Triada White 

2008

Type
Premium wine, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Grape varieties: Tamjanika 27%, Chardonnay 48%, Sauvignon 25%    
Eye: Straw light yellow
Nose: Smells like white peach and tropical fruit.
Mouth: Crisp, fresh, full body, easy to drink 

12,4

Wine 0046 Description % Alc

Producer
Aleksandrovic winery

Wine
Regent 

2007

Type
Premium wine, 

Oplenac region, dry

RED 0,75l

Dark red colour with purple reflections. Expressive aromas of blackberry 
and blueberry, with the warm tones of prunes and discrete mint notes. 
Palatal taste is very fruity, refreshing. Tannins are smooth, final taste is very 
energetic and resembles of ripe cherries. Wine that maintains appetite and 
gives energy in combination with food. Excellent with all kinds of meat, 
especially barbecue and roasted meat. Ideal with: ham, strong pastas and 
pies with meat, risotto with parmesan, cold pork meat, lamb meat, venison 
goulash, hot sausage, medium grilled steaks and strong and mature 
cheeses. Grape variety - Cabernet Sauvignon 50%, Merlot 50%. 

13,5

Wine 0048 Description % Alc

Producer
Budimir winery

Wine
Triada Red

2006

Type
Premium wine, dry

RED 0,75l

Grape varieties: Prokupac 87%, Merlot 13%  
Eye: Ruby red.
Nose: Smells like red fruits, wild cherry, menthol, and leather.
Mouth: Concentrated, dry, soft and velvet.

13,29
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Wine 0049 Description % Alc

Producer
Budimir winery

Wine
Tamjanika 

2009

Type
Premium wine, 

specific Serbian sort, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Eye: Straw light yellow
Nose: Smells like white peach and tropical fruit.
Mouth: Crisp, fresh, light, easy to drink 

12,9

Wine 0050 Description % Alc

Producer
Matalj winery

Wine
Chardonnay Terase

2010

Type
Premium wine, 

Danube valley region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Crystal clear yellow color with green reflection on the edges and extremely 
dominant fruity aromas of green apples, pears and citrus fruit. The taste is 
full and extractive on palate with very pleasant acids and long refreshing 
ending. It is served with sea fish, pastas with seafood, salmon, poultry, 
beef, pork and desserts with apricots, melons or bananas, soft cheeses like 
Brie, Camembert or Gouda, Swiss Gruyere and Italian Provolone.

13,5

Wine 0052 Description % Alc

Producer
Empresa Ltd.

Wine
Đerdan Sauvignon Blanc 

2010

Type
Premium wine, 

Fruška gore region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

It is of intensive hay-like yellow color. This is character wine, with explicit 
varietal scent where herbal aromas add to the aromas of tropical fruits. 
Its taste full of aromas is well balanced with the acids that make the taste 
impression uplifting. 

13

Wine 0051 Description % Alc

Producer
Matalj winery

Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon 

Kremen 
2009

Type
Premium wine, 

Negotin region, dry

RED 0,75l

Deep red color with violet reflection on edges. Very expressive fruity 
aromas of red berries, especially blackberry and blackcurrants, all together 
permeated with discreet scent of smoke. On pallet smooth with pleasant 
tannins which lead us to long fruity ending. Serve at the temperature from 
16 to 18°C, ideally with traditional Serbian meat dishes like grilled meat, 
pork and lamb roast, venison stew, domestic sausages, steaks and hard 
cheeses.

12,5
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Wine 0053 Description % Alc

Producer
Empresa Ltd.

Wine
Strast 
2009

Type
Premium wine, 

Fruška gora region, dry

RED 0,75l

The authentic color, the flavor and the savouriness of the grapes from 
the vineyards of the sunny slopes of Fruška gora have been kept and 
transferred into wine by careful combination of the grape varieties. The 
wine maturated in the carefully selected oak from the best Serbian forests, 
so the fruity aromas have been completed by the barrique. The strength of 
Cabernet, the aroma of Syrah and the tenderness of the Merlot blended in 
this wine carrying the character of the region where the grapes grew and 
passion of the winemaker. 

13,5

Wine 0054 Description % Alc

Producer
Empresa Ltd.

Wine
Orden Syrah 

2009

Type
Premium wine, 

Fruška gora region, dry

RED 0,75l

Dark red color of the wine together with the purple nuances and difficulty 
with which it moves in a glass indicate that this is an extractive wine. The 
complex scent is perplexed with the tobacco nuances, aromas of chocolate 
and aromas of ripe berry fruits. This is full boy wine mighty in its structure. 
Its aroma profile resembles a lot of the most complex wine of the Southern 
hemisphere.

13,5

Wine 0056 Description % Alc

Producer
Radovanovic winery

Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon 

2009

Type
Quality wine, 

Šumadija region, dry

RED 0,75l

On the slope hills of Sumadija, which are a kind of boundary toward the 
great plane by the river Danube, the Radovanovic winery winemakers 
cultivate a noble variety of Cabernet Sauvignon, that although robust, is 
also velvety and elegant… It has been absorbing the sweet juices of the 
graceful Sumadija’s land and the warm sun, and turned it into fine ample 
wine.

13,2

Wine 0055 Description % Alc

Producer
Radovanovic winery

Wine
Sauvignon Blanc 

2010

Type
Quality wine, 

Šumadija region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

As the character of Sauvignon Blanc mostly depends on the climate and 
soil,the more complex aroma is achieved by blending the two varieties 
of these wines from different localities. In the aroma that has very 
distinguished, flower character overtakes the first impression, with the 
hints of Mediterranean fruit aromas, and herbal flavour at the end of it. 
Full-bodied wine, of pleasant acidity which emphasizes the impression of 
freshness. 

13



36

Wine 0057 Description % Alc

Producer
Radovanovic winery

Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon 

Reserve 
2008

Type
Premium wine, 

Šumadija region, dry

RED 0,75l

The well-known potential of this wine is to assimilate some characteristics 
of the oak-tree barrels. Therefore Mr. Radovanovic has selected the best 
barrels, where this wine with a lot of care and attention is aging and 
forming into an excellent bouquet. Cabernet Reserve is the result of 
profound knowledge and dedication of the winemakers to improve and 
create the new, better wine.

13,5
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Wine 0058 Description % Alc

Producer
Weingut Schönberger

Wine
Burgenland Weiß 

2010 Grüner Veltliner

Type
Quality wine, 

Burgenland region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Wonderful deep fruit, smooth spice, sweetness due to high extracts, 
stunningly ripe though low in alcohol (12%).

12

Wine 0060 Description % Alc

Producer
Weingut Schönberger

Wine
Sauvignon Blanc Kräften 

2008

Type
Premium wine, 

Burgenland region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Wonderfully tight, deep spice; delicious notes of passion fruit, grapefruit 
and peach; juicy and firm, throughout self-contained.

12,5

Wine 0061 Description % Alc

Producer
Weingut Schönberger

Wine
Herbstcuvée Weiß 2008 

(Neuburger/Chardonnay)

Type
Premium wine,

Burgenland region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Beautiful wood, toffee and vanilla, wonderfully smooth and tight, juicy, 
full-bodied, even mineral, Burgundy-style.

13,5

Wine 0059 Description % Alc

Producer
Weingut Schönberger

Wine
Grüner Veltliner Diamant 

2008

Type
Quality wine, 

Burgenland region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Premium wine, Burgenland region, dry. Entangled, dark spice, juicy-
mineral, crisp and tight, an interpretation out of the usual.

13,5

WINE
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